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Abstract

Effective speech communication can be achieved by taking the speech signal when microphone is active and suppressing the noise when it is passive. The model we proposed in this paper is to take Feature vectors of pre-defined speech and noise signal’s, which already are stored for processing. Then centroids of the Feature Vectors were calculated using k-means algorithm. The Minimum distance between framed feature vectors of input signal and centroids of pre-defined signals are estimated using Euclidian distance. The ratio obtained between noise and speech minimum distance vectors will represent the voice activity at the microphone. The evaluation of the ratio indicates the significant performance of voice activity detection in noisy environment as well.
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1. Introduction

Effective speech communication is increasingly becoming importance in the modern era of telecommunication system. This increase can be largely attributed to the desire to lower the average bit-rate of speech communication systems, whether this is for mobile telephony or VoIP communications [1]. Algorithm for effective speech communication can be developed from various methods specific to different applications. Voice activity detection is one of the methods which can be used to improve the quality of the speech signal, minimizing the channel capacity and suppressing the noise when there is no speech signal.

2. Review of the State of Art

Voice activity detection techniques have been formulated for speech enhancement, low bandwidth and minimum error rate while transmission of speech signals. Bayesian adaptive algorithm is used for the lost detection rate and the error rate of transmitted packets [2]. Some other methods were also proposed for the Voice activity detection using wavelet transform [3], in which energy of the sub bands and feature extraction is done. In this process of estimation, the main concentration was only on the parameters, feature extraction and then getting output after fixed threshold. To enhance and suppress the noise signal in the microphone is the area of research, which has gained much importance in the field of speech processing’s techniques. Some of them are included as the, Standard Voice activity detection algorithms, Hybrid algorithm and PHAT methods.

3. Research Question and Problem Statement

The way of extracting the feature vectors of pre-defined signals and input signals, how to determine the voice activity at microphone using these feature vectors. This could be
done by extracting feature vectors using Levinson-Durbin algorithm, and then these feature vectors of pre-defined speech and noise signals will be compared to the input signal to detect the speech activity at microphone.

4. Problem Solution

Robust Voice Activity Detection is a field that is receiving considerable attention because of its relationship, for example, speech recognition [4].

To detect the voice activity at microphone, firstly we need to extract the feature vectors of pre-defined speech and noise signals. In our case we took 4 signals each for speech and noise.

In real time processing it is very hard to take the whole signal to estimate the voice activity at microphone, for this we have to process short frames of the signal to get the quick response. After framing the signals we get 160 samples per frame. Then extracting 10 feature vectors (Γn ) from each frame of pre-defined signals using Levinson-Durbin algorithm [5]:

$$\Gamma_i = r_{i-j}=1, 1 \alpha_j-1(i-j)\epsilon_{i-1}$$

(1)

Where $\alpha_i$ is:

$$\alpha_i = \Gamma_i$$

(2)

$$\alpha_j = \alpha_j-1 - k_i \alpha_{i-j-1}$$

(3)

$$\epsilon_i = 1 - \Gamma_i^2 \epsilon_{i-1}$$

(4)

Γι is the feature vectors, $\alpha_i$ is the prediction filter and $\epsilon_i$ is prediction error, $r_n$ is the autocorrelation of the signal. Length of the feature vectors is dependent upon the order of $r_n$. As 10 feature vectors will be calculated for each frame, so the order of $r_n$ should be 10. $\epsilon_i$ is the prediction error which will be minimized during the training of feature vectors.

Fig. 1. X1 is the pure Input Signal from Microphone and X2 is the Distorted Signal.
These feature vectors now can be used to determine whether the signal coming from a microphone is a speech signal or a noise. For this we have to frame each incoming signal and extracting its feature vector and finding its minimum distance with the centroids of pre-defined speech and noise feature vectors. That minimum distance and centroids of pre-defined feature vectors can be determined using Euclidean distance and K-Means Algorithm [6], respectively.

\[ E = \arg \min_{i=1}^{K} \min_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - z_{i}^2 \]  

(5)

\( E \) is the minimum distance between the input signal’s feature vector and centroids of pre-defined feature vector. \( x_{ij} \) is the feature vectors of input signal and \( z_{i} \) is the centroid of the pre-defined feature vectors. We will calculate \( k=10 \) centroids each for both pre-defined speech and noise feature vectors. Minimum distance from the input signal’s feature vector with centroids of pre-defined speech is \( d_s \) and minimum distance from the input signal’s feature vector with centroids of pre-defined noise signals will be \( d_n \).

\[ r = \frac{d_n}{d_s} \]  

(6)

This shows the peaks when there is a speech signal and valleys when there is noise. Fig2 shows the same ratio values for pure speech signal as well as the distorted speech signal. This shows that the algorithm is robust in noisy environment. So we can use this ratio to attenuate the noise in the incoming signal from the microphone.
5. Conclusions

This paper presented the voice activity detection using feature vectors. In the proposed model, we first framed the signal into blocks, and then extracted the feature vectors of pre-defined speech and noise signal’s, which were already stored for processing. We used k-means algorithm to calculate the centroids of the pre-defined framed feature vectors. Levinson-Durbin algorithm is used to extract the feature vectors. The minimum distance between framed feature vectors of input signal and centroids of pre-defined signals are estimated using Euclidian distance. The ratio obtained from the Euclidean distances of noise and speech, represents the voice activity at the microphone. The evaluation of the ratio indicates the significance performance of voice activity detection in ideal and noisy environment.

This project paves the way to advancement in the field of Acoustic localization and Voice activity detection techniques, such as effective channel utilization. Moreover this technique has the capacity of working on the bit rate, which can be increased, thus making the channel more efficient.
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